AEgis Technologies tapped by Alion to be part of winning SPAWAR Atlantic’s Modeling & Simulation Team
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For Immediate Release

The Navy has just announced the single-award winner of a $49M Indefinite Delivery / Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract to provide Modeling and Simulation support to SPAWAR-Atlantic is the Alion Team composed of AEgis Technologies, AT&T, Ausgar, BAH, DDL Omni, Diamond Data, DRC, Engenuity, GDIT, L-3 Comm, NETSIMCO, Novonics, Raytheon VTC, Referentia, SAIC, Valkyrie and WBB.

Alion and its Team, including AEgis, will provide technical engineering and program management support to SPAWAR, principally in the areas of M&S software development to include Computer Generated Forces (CGF) development and software integration tools, systems integration, and exercise support. The Team brings together a cadre of professionals unequaled in their technical capability and experience, providing the requisite quality of Software Engineers, Systems Engineers and Subject Matter Experts to perform coding, network engineering, Information Assurance, scenario development and event execution.

SPAWAR’s customers will likely include, but are not limited to, Navy Warfare Development Command (NWDC), US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM), and Pacific Command (PACOM). The contract will allow Alion to continue its support of the US Navy in its execution of Fleet Synthetic Training (FST) events. Additionally, with this vehicle, this Team will be uniquely poised to assist SPAWAR in the support of its customers with emergent M&S technologies to further assist the Warfighter as technologies evolve.

The contract has a base year and four option years with a Period of Performance that runs through 16 July, 2014.

About AEgis: The AEgis Technologies Group is a leading provider of modeling and simulation products and services in the areas of Simulation Systems, Geospatial Programs, Warfighter Exercise Support, Systems Engineering and Analysis, VV&A, Test & Evaluation, M&S Training, Simulation Products, Microsystems and Nanotechnology to industries throughout the world.

To learn more about AEgis, please visit the company’s website at www.AEgisTG.com